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inventory and movement and layered with custom built applications for each clients needs.
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Adilam’s comfort upright panel gates are an attractive HF upright solution. The portal does not 
require a separate server to manage the gate. It can be daisy chained up to 7 lanes (8 panels) with 
each opening width up to 1.4m.

Panel Security Portal (HF) Deluxe

Arcus is options

Technical Specifications

Dimensions Panel—600 (width) x 72 (depth) x 1700 (height) mm

Weight 23kg (per panel) 

Supply Voltage 100-240V AC (national plug type to be specified on 
ordering) 

Connectivity Ethernet, RS232, USB

Alarm Integrated sound and light alarm

RFID Frequency 13.56 MHz

Protocol ISO 15693, ISO 18000-3-A, NXP I Code

Read Range Approx. 0.7m

People Counter Integrated infrared beam counter

Configuration Panel separation up to 1.4m, up to 8 panels

The portal uses Adilam’s unique Envoy web service to determine if detected RFID tags should be alarm the gate. This 
innovative approach facilitates the use of mobile devices or barcode to checkout items from the library.

It means library patrons can checkout the library item using a library Apps on their own mobile phone or tablet. It also 
supports the traditional approach of detecting a security bit for alarming, or embracing both Envoy and security bit to 
have the benefit of both worlds. 

They can be installed free standing on existing flooring or can be bolted to the floor with channelled cabling. They can 
be installed free standing on existing flooring or can be bolted to the floor with channelled cabling.


